FIVE MYTHS ABOUT FLU VACCINES
Myth 1: The Flu Shot is very effective.
Statistically, you are less likely to get the flu if you haven’t had a flu
vaccine. A BCTV reporter in Vancouver, commenting on the overload in BC
emergency rooms, said that out of 32 people who had received a flu shot,
30 got the flu.
Myth 2: The Flu Shot has a high success rate.
This is a vaccine that only has a 6.25% success rate. This is a pretty big
under-achievement, considering that the average reaction to placebo
injections of distilled water is 30%.
Myth 3: The Flu Shot is safe.
Hugh Fudenberg MD, who is the world’s leading immunogeneticist, says that if a person had 5 flu vaccinations between 1970 and 1980
he/she is 10 times more likely to get Alzheimer’s Disease than if he/she had only one or two shots. Fudenberg said that this was because of
the aluminum and mercury, which almost every flu vaccine contains. The gradual accumulation of aluminum and mercury in the brain leads
to cognitive dysfunction.
Myth 4: There are no harmful ingredients in vaccinations.
Flu vaccines consist primarily of 3 categories of ingredients. First there are viruses and cultured bacteria. The second ingredient is the way in
which they can be cultivated. This includes aborted human fetal cells, chick embryos, pig blood, monkey kidney tissue, cowpox pus, and calf
serum, and all of these foreign proteins get injected straight into your bloodstream. A bit repulsive just thinking about it, isn’t it? The flu shot
also contains neutralizers, stabilizers, carrying agents and preservatives such as mercury, aluminum, and formaldehyde. Formaldehyde is
something that is used for embalming the dead and is known to cause cancer. There is no amount of formaldehyde considered safe when
injected into a living organism.
Myth 5: The Flu Shot works.
The flu shot could actually weaken your immune system and make you more likely to catch this virus. It is has absolutely no value and should
probably be avoided for your own safety. Not only is it loaded with toxic chemicals, but many people actually get the flu shortly after getting
the shot, because it weakens their immune system instead of making it stronger like it is claimed to do.
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Lipitor and Crestor
Yaz and Yasmin
Lyrica, Topomax and Lamictal
Humira, Prolia and TNF Blockers
Chantix
Ambien
Tamoxifen
Boniva
Prempro and Premarin

These drugs are kn own to cause:
•weakness, dizziness, pain and arthritis
•blood clots, gall bladder disease, heart attacks, and strokes
•Memory and hair loss, immune system suppression
•tuberculosis, lethal infections, melanoma, lymphoma and "unusual cancers in children and teenagers".
•linked to angioedema, serious skin reactions, visual impairment, accidental injury, dizziness,
muscle spasms, seizures and loss of consciousness
•atrophy of the lining of the uterus
•increase in heart attack risk, and double your risk of blood clots
•linked to deafness, urinary incontinence, cataracts, gout, joint degeneration, asthma, lupus, scleroderma, dementia, Alzheimer's disease and lung, ovarian, breast, endometrial, gall bladder and
melanoma cancers.
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This Surprising Toxin Can Lead to
Genetic Defects and Miscarriages…
Although more than 200 research studies show that
bisphenol A (BPA) is harmful to human health, the
U.S. government has decided that it would rather side with the
chemical industry than with children. The Senate failed to vote
on the passage of a bill that would have resulted in a ban on the
use of BPA in baby bottles and sippy cups. And in fact, the ban is
no longer even in consideration. According to the Wall Street
Journal:
"Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D., Calif.) was the primary backer of a
controversial amendment banning the chemical bisphenol A, or
BPA, which has been linked to some cancers, in baby bottles and
sippy cups. On Wednesday, she withdrew the amendment from
consideration." Feinstein says she'll keep �ighting to make the
ban a reality.

40,000 DAILY Hospital Medical Mistakes – How to Slash YOUR Risk…
Efforts to make hospitals safer are proving ineffective. A large study conducted between 2002 and
2007 found that harm to patients was still common,
and that the number of incidents was not decreasing
over time.
Identi�ied preventable problems included severe
bleeding during an operation, breathing trouble
caused by an improperly performed procedure, a fall
that caused nerve damage and a dislocated hip, and
vaginal cuts caused by a vacuum device during a
birthing procedure.
The New York Times reports:
"... [I]nstead of improvements, the researchers found a high rate of problems. About 18 percent of patients were harmed
by medical care, some more than once, and 63.1 percent of the injuries were judged to be preventable."
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